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Lavishly illustrated in color, this textbook takes an applied approach to introduce undergraduate
students to the basic principles of structural geology. The book provides unique links to industry
applications in the upper crust, including petroleum and groundwater geology, which highlight
the importance of structural geology in exploration and exploitation of petroleum and water
resources. Topics range from faults and fractures forming near the surface to shear zones and
folds of the deep crust. Students are engaged through examples and parallels drawn from
practical everyday situations, enabling them to connect theory with practice. Containing
numerous end-of-chapter problems, e-learning modules, and with stunning field photos and
illustrations, this book provides the ultimate learning experience for all students of structural
geology.

"... the structural geology text that I have long been waiting for ... this text truly shows the
application of structural geology to real life academic and industry problems. It will go straight
onto my syllabus as the required text." Professor Bruce Trudgill, Colorado School of
Mines"Evaluate it? ... I've already put a change order into our bookstore to change to it for my
Structure class next Fall! It's awesome." Prof. Terry Naumann, University of Alaska"If you only
buy one structural geology textbook--this is the one to get. It's both theoretical and practical ...
with excellent illustrations and thought-provoking examples." Professor Rob Butler, University of
Aberdeen"Gorgeous. Nothing less. Everyone in need of structural geology--and that's quite a
few of us--will certainly find this book very useful. There is a good balance between text and
figures, and the figures are very good, be it the photos, maps, graphics or principle sketches. It is
simply a pleasure to read this book. Seldom have we seen such a user-friendly textbook." -
GEO'… Fossen is to be applauded for crafting a unique, high-caliber, and accessible
undergraduate textbook on structural geology … beautifully illustrated, with excellent original
color diagrams and with impressive color field photographs that are all keyed to locations and
placed into geologic context. … This book will likely get a lot of use; it is well written and priced
right. … an excellent, accessible introductory structural geology text that is admirably well
illustrated and well written. It should prove to be a valuable resource for students and instructors
alike.' EOS"Once in a while, an extraordinarily superior book appears in the midst of other good
books on a subject. Without a doubt, this is ht case with this introductory structural geology work
by Fossen. Most outstanding, the book provides a balance between soft rock and hard rock,
discusses the field's relevance to basic and applied applications, and includes unparalleled
illustrations and photos that are critical for instruction and understanding ... It is the most
student- and instructor-friendly work this reviewer has seen. Essential." CHOICE"The
illustrations are plentiful and outstanding in multiple colors. Very seldom can one buy a book of



this quality..." Richard Jackson, Environmental and Engineering Geoscience'Several years after
the publication of the first edition, the new version [of Structural Geology] turns out to be even
better. The most important part of any educational book is to awake an interest on the reader's
part and sustain it, on any given topic, without compromises as to content. I find such a potential
in the present volume … this textbook is definitely a high value proposition for anyone who
embarks on or continues his/her adventures in structural geology and tectonics.' Wojciech
Stawikowski, Geologos --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Book
DescriptionA full-color introduction to the basic principles of structural geology, with unique links
to practical applications and e-learning modules. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorHaakon Fossen is Professor of Structural Geology at the University of
Bergen, Norway, where he is affiliated with the Department of Earth Science, the Natural History
Collections, and the Centre for Integrated Petroleum Research (CIPR). His professional career
has involved work as an exploration and production geologist/geophysicist for Statoil and as a
Professor at the University of Bergen (1996 to present), in addition to periods of geologic
mapping and mineral exploration in Norway. His research ranges from hard to soft rocks and
includes studies of folds, shear zones, formation and collapse of the Caledonian Orogen,
numerical modeling of deformation (transpression), the evolution of the North Sea rift, and
studies of deformed sandstones in the western United States. He has conducted extensive field
work in various parts of the world, notably Norway, Utah/Colorado, and Sinai, and his research is
based on field mapping, microscopy, physical and numerical modeling, geochronology and
seismic interpretation. Professor Fossen has been involved in editing several international
geology journals, has authored over 90 scientific publications, and has written two books and
several book chapters. He has taught undergraduate structural geology courses for over ten
years and has a keen interest in developing electronic teaching resources to aid student
visualization and understanding of geological structures. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Book DescriptionLavishly illustrated with color photos and diagrams, this
textbook takes an applied approach to introduce undergraduate students to the basic principles
of structural geology. The book provides unique links to industry applications, including
petroleum and groundwater geology, and reinforces student learning through end-of-chapter
problems and e-learning modules. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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LunchTime, “Great book. Great book, a must have for any geologist. The pages are colored, the
concepts while detailed aren't overly expanded upon and the book comes with e-modules that
assist introductory structural geologists with concepts that may be difficult to understand such
as 3-D kinematic motion or deformation.”

Dragon Lady, “Content is good but binding sucks. I rented this book and received a copy with
pages falling out. I used it this semester (carefully) and found it to be very informative. It was
pretty expensive to purchase but I think the information is useful enough to look for a cheap copy
to purchase. It should help as a future reference.”

Josh, “I love it for this. Contains a bunch of pictures, and the book is in color, contain a topic for
restoration, something that is not really common on Structural Geology books, I love it for this.”

Mr. JD, “Five Stars. Excellent presentation. graphs, sketches snd pictures are great. Really high
quality.”

KrisCee's KrisCee, “Words Up In This Mo. Good book so it get 5 stars. Crappy subject for
engineers? Yes, this is why we hire geologists! To any geologist that got all this. Thanks, I wont
question your work.”

DaddyCool, “Must buy. Close your eyes and buy this book. Absolutely fantastic. There are
pictures for structural geological structures and phenomena that i have not seen in any other
book. Also buy gautam mitra and stephen marshaks book.”

Heather Boykin, “but overall it's very useful.. As a senior geology student, I rely on this book a
lot! It can be a tad difficult time follow on occasion, but overall it's very useful.”

Mr. M. Stagg, “Good but localized ideas. The text is well illustrated and this is a Physical analysis
of Geology, since Holmes Principles that is a good action, there a many specific structural texts
such as petroleum geology Arabia, but this is welcome, if Norwegian oriented, which means the
structures early Cambrian are somewhat poorly assessed a very poor map at 361, but a very
good map on North Sea salts. You cannot leave the Cambrian dome and melagne slides off a
Caledonian transect. So that process is incomplete. There is also a suggestion that the USA
made side shear faults, that hardly needs comment, it is not necessary to lay fame to people, we
all know Basin and Range work and it is a derivation of fracture geology UK and Alps, not its
origin, physically and Science, and incomplete as are Africa and Australia in other works and we
all know Forest Hydrology USA, they did not invent and progressed it partly with UK Austria etc.
So the physics and principles and the diagrams are well met to the subject, it is up to date and



does attempt a general thesis and debunks some myths. It just needs a few suggestions
removed and completions of works added that explain the features. A book I would have
expected from Norwegian source knowing the literature, blinkered somewhat by oil search and
local slips. Read and be careful and it is fine but all Geology requires other literature as the rock
mass lithology, petrology and overturned strata are complex issues. None of us can provide a
detailed complete world review, a fault of most general USA publications, again Cambridge
Press has fallen into the rift, the editors should have referred those issues back for completion,
typical. As yet Scotland has to be surveyed in the north, Assynt for example does not explain
Torridon, Dartmoor, the east and Atholl north east yet to be surveyed. See Pantin for schist
structure contexts to Schiehallion BGS. That is where it began and it still needs completion then
Norway Storegga might become explicit. Otherwise enjoy and learn as a Geology University
Fresher text leading onward with research documents. Link this to petroleum structures and
strata text and for the purpose it is good. Quite a task resolved.”

Jess, “Great for my degree. Upon recommendation of my lecturers I purchased the kindle edition
of this book. Having it on Kindle means that you can enlarge the images which is very helpful
when you have poor eyesight like myself. It's easier to carry around on a kindle too! A very
informative text book which will see me through my degree.”

Andrew27, “Structural Geology by Haakon Fossen. This structural geology textbook - at a very
reasonable price - is a high quality presentation with frequent photographs, figures and graphs,
all in colour, which make this book book fascinating & practical whilst at the same time being
quite probing & analytical with the mechanics elements. Each chapter comes with a Summary &
a Further Reading List and several review questions for the student. It provides an up to date,
refreshing & comprehensive view on structural geology. The book is linked to a web-based
resource with additional material. I studied engineering geology in the late 50's & I am
continually impressed by the advances made in understanding geology in the past 50 years.”

C Robson, “Good. Good”

Mr H., “Got this for my daughter who is doing a geology .... Got this for my daughter who is doing
a geology degree for exams and this has helped her pass her exams.”

The book by Haakon Fossen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 103 people have provided feedback.
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